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### DISCOVERY PROGRAMME SALES

Discovery Programme Sales represents the television broadcasting rights for Discovery Communications’ portfolio of networks in the global marketplace. With access to original content produced for Discovery Channel, Animal Planet, TLC, Science, Investigation Discovery and more, our catalogue of nearly 18,000 hours offers a variety of genres within the factual entertainment and lifestyle space. Discovery Programme Sales is also the distributor for U.K. producers betty and Raw, and several other independent producers.
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- Notes Icons
- DPS Exclusive

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT DISCOVERY PROGRAMME SALES
WWW.DISCOVERYGLOBALENTERPRISES.COM

SEE FULL CATALOGUE AND CLIPS ON OUR DISCOVERY PROGRAMME SALES VIMEO CHANNEL
WWW.VIMEO.COM/DISCOVERYPROGRAMSALES/PORTFOLIOS
FORMATS

BATTLE OF THE WEDDING PLANNERS
2009 / TLC / PRODUCED BY T GROUP PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Three top-tier wedding designers pull out all the stops in an ultimate competition to win the right to give one couple the wedding of their dreams. Each episode introduces one lucky couple – do they want traditional Greek, rock 'n roll or aloha style? Can the designers pull it off? Armed with the couple’s budget, the designers present what they believe will be the couples’ ideal wedding.

CULTURE SHOCK
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY MONSTER ENTERTAINMENT AS FOR TV NORGE

There is a vast number of people with foreign ancestors who know nothing about the country and culture they originally came from. This format takes twelve foreign national contestants back to their historic roots to give them a chance to reclaim their lost heritage. They have to complete a series of extreme cultural challenges to win a grand prize of $50,000 as well as a family reunion with their long-lost relatives.

EXCHANGE OFFICE
2006 / DPS / PRODUCED BY SIOVNA & SINIOVI

In this format, a celebrity switches their life with an anonymous citizen for a full day. On the second day, their roles are reversed. Watch a Wimbledon champion as a bin man, a pop icon as a construction worker, a rich tycoon as a homeless person – and vice versa.

90 DAY FIANCÉ
2013 - 14 / TLC / PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT, LLC

Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 12x60

Follow foreign brides-to-be and their potential husbands as they discover whether their happily-ever-after is meant to be. Using a visa available uniquely to foreign fiancés of American citizens, these women travel to the States to meet and live with their prospective husbands for the first time. The couples have to marry before their visas expire in 90 days or else the women must immediately return to their countries.

FORMATS
FOOTBALL ADVENTURES
2014 / DPS / PRODUCED BY SIROVINA & SINOVIC
Discovery HD 10x60
Before a football championship, many broadcasters wonder what new and different content to use to attract sponsors and viewers. This football-fan travelogue is an original, interesting and dynamic television format that allows viewers to see and experience the football championship first-hand through the eyes of a true football fan. From casting the lucky fan to championship fan events, this format embraces all things football.

LOAFERS AROUND THE WORLD
2008 / DPS / PRODUCED BY SIROVINA & SINOVIC
Discovery 1x60
A finalist in the European “Rose d’Or” Television Awards, this innovative show combines travel, competition and comedy and underlines it with a good dose of celebrity watch. It follows the celebrities as they travel to foreign places and perform funny tasks whilst being obstructed by locals. Lots of laughter, adventure and travel, all packed into one show.

LOVE AT FIRST SWIPE
2015 / TLC / PRODUCED BY JANE STREET ENTERTAINMENT
TLC HD 22x30
Millions of Americans go online searching for their soul mate, but many are making bad first impressions and a disastrous dating profile can kill your chances of finding love. In Love at First Swipe, dating expert Devyn Simone and style expert Clinton Kelly team up to help single ladies find love in the image-is-everything world of online dating.

MAN V EXPERT
2014 / DSC / PRODUCED BY MAGNUM MEDIA
Discovery HD 6x60
Can an average Joe take on a chess grandmaster, a fishing champion or a professional blackjack player and beat them at their own game? British actor, writer and stage magician Alexis Conran takes on intense challenges against world-class experts to see if he can find a way to beat them at their own game – without going through years of hard work and training.

MARRIED BY MOM & DAD
2015 / TLC / PRODUCED BY THINKFACTORY MEDIA, LLC
TLC 8x60 & 2x90
Four singles who have been unable to find love in the world of modern dating have now agreed to put their future into the hands of their parents. We follow each mom and dad through the process of meeting and vetting the potential future spouses and watch their kids meet their life partners for the first time. But the real work begins as the couples get to know what they like, dislike and everything in between.

MEN, WOMEN, WILD
2015 / DSC / PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83
Discovery HD 6x60
Men, Women, Wild is a modern tale of survival in which three survivalist couples endure the ultimate test of their skills and relationships. The couples will be dropped off in three of the harshest environments in the world, and for three weeks they will have to live off the land, navigate the vast, unknown terrain and find their way back to civilisation.

MARRIED BY MOM & DAD
2015 / TLC / PRODUCED BY THINKFACTORY MEDIA, LLC
TLC 8x60 & 2x90
Four singles who have been unable to find love in the world of modern dating have now agreed to put their future into the hands of their parents. We follow each mom and dad through the process of meeting and vetting the potential future spouses and watch their kids meet their life partners for the first time. But the real work begins as the couples get to know what they like, dislike and everything in between.

Masters for All
2014 / DPS / PRODUCED BY SIROVINA & SINOVIC
Discovery HD 1x60
Everyday people reading the greatest literature classics, this innovative, witty and successful recipe is bringing the beauty of reading and literature closer to the audience. In each episode, two groups of ordinary people are reading fragments of the world’s literary classics aloud. Fire fighters, hunters, bikers and students share their impressions, experience and emotions on the literature and themes they have read.

NAKED AND AFRAID
2013 / DSC / PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83
Discovery HD See Exploration & Adventure for available episodes.
A pair of complete and total strangers – one man and one woman – will find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. This duo will be left high and dry with no food, no water . . . and no clothes. They must survive on their own for a full 21 days, with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment.
OVERHAULIN’
2015 / TLC / PRODUCED BY BRENTWOOD COMMUNICATIONS
TLC HD
10x60
See Factual Entertainment for available episodes.
Can a group of custom car builders working at lighting speed on a limited budget transform a guy’s clunker into a hot custom car without him knowing it? With the help of an accomplice, the Overhaulin’ team finds a creative way to separate the car from its owner. During the week, the team guts, refurbishes, renovates and paints the owner’s bland auto into a unique custom car.

TWO IN A MILLION
2015 / TLC / PRODUCED BY RAW TV
TLC HD
6x60 & 1x120
This series follows single dads looking for love – or mothers to their kids, or just single women who are looking to become instant moms – as they meet and get to know each other after online dating. Watch as romance sparks and tensions rise when real life hits.

TETHERED
2014 / DIS / PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT, LLC
Discovery HD
6x60
Two strangers from opposite backgrounds and philosophies embark on a journey across treacherous terrain on a mission to find rescue and freedom. Dropped at the meeting point with just a six-foot cable that binds them together, a basic map and a limited survival kit, the polar-opposite pairing has 10 to 12 days to overcome their differences and collaborate in order to escape the wild.

TOURIST BY SURPRISE
2010 / DPS / PRODUCED BY SIROVINA & SINOVI
Discovery
10x60
An adventure TV travel series from a different perspective, this show takes a tourist who doesn’t know anything about a country on a 24-hour journey – without any money! A spontaneous trip through the country, villages, towns and cities where the tourists meet locals, listen to their stories and experience the local culture. A fun and entertaining show to remind us of what an interesting and beautiful place we live in.

WHEELER DEALERS
2015 / DISC / PRODUCED BY ATTABOY TV & DISCOVERY STUDIOS
Discovery HD
6x60
With Season 13 in production, Wheeler Dealers has 192 episodes!
Motorhead Mike Brewer joins forces with his mechanic mate Edd China to show you how to buy a classic car at the right price, fix it up on a budget, and make a tidy profit. Mike goes on the hunt for a decent motor and uses all his canny experience to negotiate the best price. Back at the Wheeler Dealers workshop, Edd restores the autos to their former glory in hopes of a profitable sale.
Expert hunter Jett Webb is in pursuit of Hogzilla, a legendary wild boar, three times larger, smarter and more dangerous than any other. Hogzilla has been terrorising the quiet farming communities of North Eastern Carolina for many years. Just when it seems like Jett has the monster cornered, Hogzilla stays one step ahead of him. And each time Jett fails to get the monster, Hogzilla continues his reign of terror.

Harrowing first-hand tales of victims who stared into the jaws of a shark attack and survived. Using first-person interviews and actual footage of the attacks, we take a look at why the attacks occurred and how the victims narrowly escaped with their lives.

There is a war raging in Africa over one of the world’s most prized, valuable and illegal commodities: ivory. Al Qaeda terrorist groups like Al-Shabaab are deploying heavily armed poachers into Kenya, selling the illegal ivory to Chinese buyers and using the profits to buy guns and fund attacks. One U.S. group called Wildlife Works is leading the fight to stop them.
JACK HANNA’S WILD COUNTDOWN
2012 - 2016 / DPS / PRODUCED BY LITTON ENTERTAINMENT

Series 2: 18x30, Series 3: 22x30, Series 4: 22x30, Series 5: 22x30

Jack Hanna has always had a knack for storytelling with his expressive, genuine and quirky personality. In Wild Countdown he entertains viewers as he counts down facts and experiences about some of the world’s rarest, most endearing and fascinating animals. Wild Countdown is hosted from Hanna’s base camp located at the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium, his home for more than 30 years.

LAIR OF THE MEGA SHARK
2013 / DISC / PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC

Famed shark experts Jeff Kerr and Andy Casagrande head to New Zealand on a life-or-death mission to investigate the sightings of a 20-foot great white that resembles the legend of a giant great white shark Maoris called the “Lord of the Sharks.” Jeff and Andy will risk everything to track down this mega shark believed to be lurking in the shadows of the New Zealand coastline.

THE MAGIC OF THE BIG BLUE
2012 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BEST FILM SP. Z O.O.

Never before has the underwater world been filmed this beautifully. The Magic of the Big Blue features the seas and oceans surrounding the seven continents. Filmed by one of the world’s top underwater photographers, Darek Sepiolo’s passion for diving and the wonders of the deep, grants us access and takes us closer to worlds far beneath the surface – worlds many of us would never get to experience.

MEGALODON: THE MONSTER SHARK LIVES
2013 / DISC / PRODUCED BY PILGRIM FILMS & TELEVISION, INC.

The search is on for a massive great white shark responsible for a rash of fatalities off the coast of South Africa. One controversial scientist believes that the shark responsible could be Megalodon, a 60-foot relative of the great white that is one of the largest and most powerful predators in history. Our oceans remain 95% unexplored, and this massive prehistoric predator has always been shrouded in secrecy, but authorities are forced to investigate and hunt for the predator long thought to be extinct.

JAWS STRIKES BACK
2013 / DISC / PRODUCED BY BIG WAVE PRODUCTIONS LTD.

Marine biologist Greg Skomal and the shark-cam team travel to the remote Pacific island of Guadalupe, home to some of the largest great white sharks on earth. Their mission: to study the deep-water hunting behaviour of the great white and learn how they hunt two-ton mega seals. The team captures the first ever video footage of a vertical deep water strike, 300 feet down.
MEGALODON: THE NEW EVIDENCE
2014 / DSC / PRODUCED BY PILGRIM FILMS & TELEVISION, INC.
1x60
In April 2013, a fishing vessel off the coast of South Africa was attacked, killing all on-board. A TV crew documented Marine Biologist Collin Drake as he worked to determine the predator responsible. Megalodon: The New Evidence presents viewers with shocking new evidence and interview footage.

MONSTER HAMMERHEAD
2013 / DSC / PRODUCED BY GURNEY PRODUCTIONS, LLC
1x60
This special explores the journey of a legendary hammerhead shark that has apparently been patrolling Florida’s shores for the past 60 years. Now, a team of scientists and anglers look to explore the mystery and find out if the legend could be real.

OCEAN MYSTERIES WITH JEFF CORWIN
2012 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY LITTON ENTERTAINMENT
Series 2: 26x30, Series 3: 26x30, Series 4: 22x30, Series 5: 22x30
Emmy® Award–winner Jeff Corwin is exploring oceans in his latest series Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin. Based at the world’s largest aquarium, the Georgia Aquarium in Atlanta, Jeff takes viewers around the globe to explore Earth’s least-understood resource, our oceans. Each week, Jeff is joined by experts to uncover the hidden secrets of the deep.

PIT BULLS & PAROLEES
2013 / APL / PRODUCED BY 44 BLUE PRODUCTIONS
Series 2: 12x60, Series 3: 12x60, Series 4: 16x60, Series 5: 18x60
Tia Maria Torres is a top pit bull trainer and the founder and owner of Villalobos Rescue Center, the country’s largest rescue facility for pit bulls. At her centre, Tia rescues, rehabilitates and re trains over 200 pit bulls so they can be placed in good homes. Tia pairs those misunderstood animals with a half-dozen ex-convicts on parole to provide both man and man’s best friend a chance at redemption.

RACING EXTINCTION
2013 / DSC / PRODUCED BY CINETIC MEDIA
Discovery HD 1x90
Racing Extinction is an eco-thriller that examines mankind’s role in mass extinction. Academy Award–winning documentary filmmaker Louie Psihoyos joins forces with scientists, environmentalists, artists and engineers to draw attention to this pressing issue, carrying out cutting-edge, covert operations that reveal the horrific black-market trade in endangered aquatic species and bringing to light the potentially catastrophic consequences of human activity that threaten to cause unprecedented extinctions across our planet.
Rights excluding China and Japan.

SEA HEROES WITH MATT GUTMAN
2013 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY LITTON ENTERTAINMENT
Series 3: 13x30, Series 4: 26x30, Series 5: 26x30
Matt Gutman hosts this heart-warming look at the rescue, rehabilitation and return of sea life back into their natural habitat.
SHARK OF DARKNESS: WRATH OF SUBMARINE
2014 / DISC / PRODUCED BY PILGRIM FILMS & TELEVISION, INC.
1x120

Said to be the deadliest great white shark of all time, "Submarine" is a 30-foot great white that has terrorised the shores of South Africa for decades. Locals believe that this shark is responsible for countless fatal attacks, but its existence has never been proven.

SHARKAGEDDON
2014 / DISC / PRODUCED GURNEY PRODUCTIONS, LLC
1x60

Massive tiger sharks and predatory species are invading the shores of Hawaii. After a spike in attacks, including two fatalities, Hawaiian native and surf legend Kala Alexander sets out to uncover the truth behind what's disrupting the Hawaiian food chain.

SPAWN OF JAWS: THE BIRTH
2013 / DISC / PRODUCED BY ICON FILMS
1x60

Dr. Michael Domeier has spent years scouring the Pacific Ocean hoping to solve one of the greatest mysteries of shark science: the location of great white pupping grounds. In 2013, he set the process in motion by successfully tagging a pregnant female shark that he called Gil Rakers. This two-year mission follows the journey of Gil Rakers as she prepares to give birth.

TIGRESS BLOOD
2013 / DISC / PRODUCED BY KOSMIK GLOBAL MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
1x60

Tigress Blood is a coming-of-age story of four sister tigers as they battle each other for control of their homeland. The family is torn apart. Alone, each sister struggles. Desperate, they must choose: hunt together, or die. The four join forces to hunt co-operatively and take on dangerous prey, climaxing in a never-before-filmed hunt of a family of tigers killing a bear.
YANKEE JUNGLE
2014 / APL / PRODUCED BY LONE WOLF DOCUMENTARY GROUP
3x60
Yankee Jungle follows the daily life of an extraordinary Maine family as they struggle to keep a non-profit exotic animal refuge afloat deep in the backwoods of Maine. A self-described "innovative farm with alternative livestock," D.E.W. Animal Kingdom was built by hand by Bob and Julie Miner, who, for the past 30 years, have shared their home with and spent their lives caring for over 200 domestic, exotic and wild animals.

WILD MEXICO
2012 / APL / PRODUCED BY PARTHENON ENTERTAINMENT LTD.
1x60
Mexico is an ancient, majestic land, full of diversity and mystery. It is home to a vast wilderness of oceans, deserts, jungles and creatures that are found nowhere else on Earth. This special takes viewers on a journey to discover these unique inhabitants across land and sea to find out more about their natural habitat.

WHEN TURKEYS ATTACK
2014 / DA / PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC
1x60
When Turkeys Attack reveals the dark side of the bird that grace the plate of every American at Thanksgiving. Watch viral video footage of turkeys clawing, pecking and flogging everyone from grandmas to small children. Real survivors recount their terrifying tales.

ZOMBIE SHARKS
2013 / DSC / PRODUCED BY RED ROCK FILMS
1x60
Zombie Sharks explores tonic immobility, a catatonic zombie-like state that can be achieved in sharks. This shark phenomenon has been studied by scientists for years, but a recent spike in orca whale attacks on great white sharks suggests that orcas have now learned how to immobilise and prey on great whites. Professional diver Eli Martinez looks to prove this theory.
CRIME + INVESTIGATION

A CRIME TO REMEMBER
2013 - 14 / ID / PRODUCED BY ICON PRODUCTIONS LLC
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 8x60
Fashions may change but murder never goes out of style. A Crime to Remember showcases the most compelling crimes of yesteryear, when murder erupted from the same dark places as today -- passion, jealousy, greed and revenge – but the cops had to catch the killer with not much more than fingerprint dusters and a Rolodex. Jaw-dropping period recreations bring the bad old days to life.

BEAUTY QUEEN MURDERS
2013 / ID / PRODUCED BY OPTOMEN PRODUCTIONS, LLC
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 6x60
Beauty pageants are the stuff of dreams for so many girls who fantasise about being a princess for the day. This series shines the spotlight on women who lived their lives in the public eye as America’s sweethearts. They were all so young. They were all so beautiful. They all held so much promise. And they were all killed before their limelight was up.

DEAD ON ARRIVAL
2013 / ID / PRODUCED BY LION TELEVISION, INC.
6x60
Moving to the big city to follow your dreams – it’s a classic American story. And every year, thousands of young men and women abandon their small-town roots and move to the city filled with a wide-eyed optimism, dreaming of a new or better life. Like lambs to the slaughter, these naive newcomers were set on a dangerous trajectory the moment they stepped foot in a new city.

THE FIRST KILL
2012 / ID / PRODUCED BY AMS PICTURES
2x60
Explore the initial murders that inspired a killing spree, confounded law enforcement, and terrified the masses. Watch the detectives who were haunted by unforgotten cold cases finally connect the dots. Watch the family and friends of unsuspecting victims finally understand the death – but can you guess which infamous serial killer committed the murder?

HEARTBREAKERS
2014 / ID / PRODUCED BY INTUITIVE ENTERTAINMENT, LLC
3x60
Heartbreakers dramatizes the true stories of how a perfect catch can turn out to be the perfect criminal. From doctors who disappear to handsome husbands who turn out to be serial rapists or killers, we will tell the real stories of women who fell for the seemingly perfect millionaires, athletes and distinguished gentlemen only to learn that their fairy tale was in fact a grim one.
I’D KILL FOR YOU
2013 - 14 / ID / PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC
Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 13x60
How far would you go for the woman you love? Would you lie for her? Steal for her? Even kill for her? I’d Kill for You lifts the lid on some of the most amazing murder cases in America. These aren’t spur-of-the moment crimes of passion, they’re pre-meditated, highly calculated killings — all orchestrated by the woman at the centre of each case, using her love as the ultimate murder weapon.

INSIDE THE GANGSTER’S CODE
2012 / DISC / PRODUCED BY NEW ENTERTAINMENT RESEARCH & DESIGN
Discovery HD 5x60
Mafia insider and ex-con Lou Ferrante reveals the secrets of some of the most violent prison gangs on earth. Lou explores different gang cultures, their characters, and their inner workings in El Salvador, the Philippines, New Mexico, Italy and Poland. These gangs rule the streets from inside prison walls, while running activities from behind bars and controlling the communities living outside.

LOVE THE WAY YOU LIE
2013 / ID / PRODUCED BY RAW TV
6x60
Inspired by the best-selling blockbuster novel Gone Girl this series brings viewers real-life crime stories in which the truth is disputed. From suicides that could be staged, to murder disguised as self-defence, the series examines the fine line between evil and innocent. Filmed in a classic he said, she said style, episodes follow both versions as events in the relationship unfold simultaneously, leaving viewers to ultimately decide the truth.

MOMSTERS: WHEN MOMS GO BAD
2014 / ID / PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT LLC
6x60
Momsters: When Moms Go Bad uncovers a world in which moms will stop at nothing for their children’s happiness. These women aren’t afraid to get their hands dirty and find themselves knee-deep in schemes so sordid and unexpected that the only way out is to keep going. You will smile and laugh at the inherent humour of these situations just as often as you gasp in horror from the shock of their crimes.

MOST EVIL
2014 / ID / PRODUCED BY OPTOMEN PRODUCTIONS
10x60
In Most Evil, clinical and forensic psychologist Dr. Kris Mohandie examines the criminal mind to decode a killer’s motive, method and thought process. The goal is to come to a better understanding of why certain criminals behave in the ways that they do. The series examines a broad variety of themes and subjects including rage, delusions, manipulation, control and deception.

MURDER COMES TO TOWN
2013 / ID / PRODUCED BY LUSID MEDIA
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60
There are places with populations barely reaching 100, where every day is just like the one before. That is until Murder Comes to Town and shakes the inhabitants to their core. All of a sudden their peaceful world is exposed and dirty little secrets that have stayed hidden, are now front and centre for all to see. Each episode brings a gripping tale of betrayal and murder.
When money isn’t an object, the privileged can easily be lured into a life on the wild side. But what happens when trust funds and sky-high allowances mix with a lack of boundaries? Young, Hot & Crooked exposes the shocking true crime stories committed by the young and wealthy. In each episode, in-depth interviews with family, friends and authorities uncover the truth behind what led the young perpetrator down a crooked path.

Crimes of passion are a particularly scandalous subset of murders with stories of betrayal, deception and sexual intrigue. From seductive high school teachers to illicit co-worker affairs, viewers take a voyeuristic peek into the lust and animalistic obsession that have fuelled some of the most brutal acts of violence across the globe.
EXPLORATION + ADVENTURE
ALASKA MONSTERS
2013 / DESTINATION AMERICA / PRODUCED BY AMERICAN CHAINSAWS
6x60
Deep within the harsh and unforgiving reaches of North America sits Alaska’s biggest cryptid mystery: the Alaska Triangle, a place where more people go missing per capita than anywhere else. Now one team of Alaskan outdoorsmen with unique cryptid tracking skills investigates deep within these remote areas hoping to shed some light.

BEAR GRYLLS: BREAKING POINT
2014 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY
6x60
Bear Grylls is on an extraordinary journey with 12 unlikely companions whose debilitating phobias have haunted their daily lives. In each episode, Bear takes two terrified people on an expedition into the wilds of Mexico and Italy. Exposed to the fears that rule them, including heights, germs, spiders, trees and water, Bear will test their resolve as he brings them to their Breaking Point and beyond. He wants to prove that there is strength in their vulnerability and that the wilderness can transform lives.

BEAR GRYLLS: EXTREME SURVIVAL CAUGHT ON CAMERA
2012 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY
8x30
In this series, the ultimate survivor presents jaw-dropping footage of other people’s great escapes and near-death experiences – from parachutes that don’t open, to bungee cords that snap, to elephants that attack, to runaway cars. In each episode, Bear introduces clips of escapes filmed by the public, in moments of extreme danger. Survivors share their stories and experts provide survival tips. But who will be Bear’s ultimate survivor?
DUDE, YOU’RE SCREWED
2013 - 14 / DISC / PRODUCED BY HIGH NOON PRODUCTIONS

Unprepared and left to fend for yourself, what would you do if you were captured, blindfolded and taken to an unknown, remote location? Five of the world’s most elite, thrill-seeking survivalists will find out. The five must prove they have what it takes week after week as they play this “game” that puts all of their skills to the ultimate test.

EDGE OF ALASKA
2014 / DISC / PRODUCED BY TWOFOUR BROADCAST LTD.

Hidden deep in the wilderness of Alaska is the toughest town in America: McCarthy. Built in the 1900s during the Gold Rush as Alaska’s original Sin City, today only 42 residents still brave the extreme conditions to live in this outlaw town, over 100 miles from the authorities. This is the story of the last true frontier town in America – on the Edge of Alaska.

GOING NATIVE
2014 / APL / PRODUCED BY AMERICAN CHAINSAWS

Brothers Rien and Devan Long begin their action-packed exploration of manhood by subjecting themselves to the 9,000-year-old rites of passage practiced by the Tatooya tribe in the Colombian Amazon. But when the ceremonial vomiting, blowdart hunting, jungle survival and ritual whipping begin, the former pro football players question whether they have bitten off more than they can chew.
MANHUNT WITH JOEL LAMBERT
2013 - 14 / DSC / PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC
Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 7x60

The ultimate chase, a real-life game of cat-and-mouse, sees former Navy Seal Joel Lambert take it up against the world’s most elite military and law enforcement tracking teams. In this series, Joel pits himself against a global mix of indigenous hunting and tracking forces as well as law enforcement units, in some of the most hazardous environments on Earth.

NAKED AND AFRAID
2013 / DSC / PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83
7x60

This series takes “survival of the fittest” to the next level, where a pair of complete strangers will find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. The duo will be left high and dry with no food, no water...and no clothes. They must survive on their own for a full 21 days, with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment.

NAKED AND MAROONED WITH ED STAFFORD
2012 / DSC / PRODUCED BY TIGRESS PRODUCTIONS LTD.
3x60

Former British Army Captain Ed Stafford was the first person ever to walk the length of the Amazon River, but surviving completely alone on a deserted island is his biggest adventure yet. Can he last 60 days on an uninhabited Fijian island with absolutely nothing – no survival tools, no rations, no clothes and no film crew?
AIRPLANE REPO
2013 / DISC / PRODUCED BY UNDERTOW FILMS
Series 1: 13x60, Series 2: 8x60
Ken Cage and Danny Thompson have over 1,500 aircraft repossessions between the two of them. Ken and Danny are hired by banks to repossess high-end and enormous luxury assets from wealthy individuals behind on their payments. These high-flying daredevils have the tools, experience and cunning to outsmart bankrupt billionaires on the run – but with more obstacles than ever, will they be able to stay afloat in this risky business?

ALASKA: THE LAST FRONTIER
2011 - 2014 / DISC / PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC
Series 1: 3x60, Series 2 (incl. Specials): 15x60, Series 3: 17x60, Series 4 (incl. Specials): 21x60
Journey into the frozen world of Alaska’s harsh interior with the Kilcher family and their isolated community. Over 80 years ago, Yule Kilcher fled Switzerland in search of a free and simple life. He found that life outside of Homer, Alaska, where three generations of the Kilcher family still live today. The Kilcher family resides on their homestead consisting of over 640 acres of Alaskan wilderness. This “simple life,” however, is far from simple. Living off the land without running water, they must hunt, gather, garden and raise livestock in order to provide enough food to ensure their family’s survival.

BERING SEA GOLD
2011 - 13 / DISC / PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS, LLC
Series 1: 8x60, Series 2: 12x60, Series 3: 15x60 & 1x90
In Nome, Alaska, the gold rush is on. The dredgers, driven by gold fever and sometimes desperate need, pilot their ragtag dredges and dive with hoses to suck up gold from the bottom of the frigid, unpredictable Bering Sea. This series follows mining teams whose very livelihoods depend on mining this wet and frozen gold. The risks are great, but the payoff could be even greater.
FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

BITCHIN’ RIDES
2013 / VEL / PRODUCED BY FISCHER PRODUCTIONS INC
10x60
For Dave Kindig, iron and chrome are the tools of his creative self-expression and he is an artist at the top of his automotive design craft. Dave and his team use cars as their canvases to create extraordinary works of art for serious car lovers nationwide. Working on all car types across every decade, Bitchin’ RIDES shows how Kindig and his team render, design, build and restore vehicles from the ground up.

DETROIT UNLEASHED: MOTOR CITY RESCUE
2014 / APL / PRODUCED BY PARTISAN PICTURES
1x60
Meet Detroit Dog Rescue, Hush’s home-grown pack of friends and family fuelled by a passion to clean up Detroit...one dog at a time. A street-savvy rapper with commercial hits under his belt, Hush created a name brand rescue group with attitude. Hush and his DDR crew brave rough streets, dodgy buildings and gnashing teeth to rescue former fight dogs, guard dogs and territorial mutts from the wreckage of Detroit’s economic collapse.

HUSTLING THE HOUSE
2012 / DSC / PRODUCED BY MY TUPELO ENTERTAINMENT LLC
1x60
Gambling experts share their secrets on how to win big at the track, in the casino and on the street. During this journey, the viewer is transformed into a world-class gambler. Our team of experts goes behind the scenes for the ultimate tips and shows us how to win at slots, blackjack, horse racing, craps, three-card Monte and roulette.

ICE LAKE REBELS
2013 / APL / PRODUCED BY RELATIVITYREAL
10x60
The freeze and thaw periods are the two most deadly times of the year on Great Slave Lake in the Northwest Territories in Canada. This series follows survivalists as they hunt for food, drill for water, trade for necessities and protect their turf. It’s a lawless frozen lake of ultra-libertarians forced together during brutal winters. As one rebel says, it’s not man you have to worry about; it’s woman: Mother Nature.

MISFIT GARAGE
2014 / DSC / PRODUCED BY PILGRIM FILMS & TELEVISION, INC
16x60
Misfit Garage features four mechanics who have all done business with Richard Rawlings’ Gas Monkey Garage. They’ve joined forces to create their own hot rod shop to rival Gas Monkey. Will this band of misfits be able to turn their garage into a money-making machine, or will their mistakes sink their business before it gets off the ground?

MOONSHINERS
2014 / DSC / PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT
Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 14x60, Series 3: 13x60, Series 4: 14x60, plus 1x60 Christmas Special
Moonshiners tells the stories of the men and women who keep tradition alive, and make a fortune in the process, distilling illegal whiskey in the back woods of America. Shiners hail from all across Appalachia in the Eastern United States, and as far south as Mississippi, working with the elements to create the stuff of legends, all through processes passed down by oral tradition while trying to stay one step ahead of the law.

Plus
Moonshiners Secret Summit Special (S3) - 4x30
Moonshiners Jim Tom Specials (S4) – 2x60
Moonshiners Secret Summit Special (S4) – 4x60
Moonshiners Christmas Special (S4) – 1x60
FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

MUD LOVIN’ REDNECKS
2014 / APL / PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC
Series 1: 3x60,
Series 2: 6x60
Journey deep into the heart of Alabama and get dirty! A popular form of entertainment, mud bogging combines big four-wheel trucks, fun competitions, family atmosphere, and a whole lot of mud. Anna and Bo have joined forces with their two best friends to transform their muddy land into a booming business. Welcome to the dirty, drunk, messy, red-neck world of the mud bog, and watch the team try to run their mud operation.

RAILROAD ALASKA
2012 - 13 / DA / PRODUCED BY WINDFALL FILMS LTD
Series 1: 6x60,
Series 2: 10x60
Railroad Alaska follows an elite crew of workers – brakemen, engineers, construction crews, mechanics and train drivers – as they battle ferocious weather and treacherous terrain to keep the State of Alaska’s critical 500-mile long railroad rolling through the extreme winter.

OVERHAULIN’
2014 / VEL / PRODUCED BY BRENTWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INTL, INC.
Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 15x60, Series 3: 26x60, Series 4: 18x60, Series 5: 8x60, Series 6: 12x60, Series 7: 9x60, Series 8: 10x60
Overhaulin’ revs the engine makeover-genre with an automotive twist. Co-hosts Chris Jacobs and AJ, along with a crack team of mechanics and designers including auto design legend Chip Foose, transform an unsuspecting owner’s bland car into a unique custom car. Can this group of custom car builders, working on a limited budget and short time frame, transform a clunker into a hot custom car without the owner knowing it?

PEAK STOCK CAR DREAM CHALLENGE 2
2014 / VEL / PRODUCED BY NASCAR MEDIA GROUP
1x120
To uncover the next big racing star, PEAK Antifreeze & Motor Oil and Michael Waltrip Racing (MWR) are kicking off the second PEAK Stock Car Dream Challenge, a nationwide search to find an amateur racer who has what it takes to be a professional driver. Coming off an exciting inaugural season, the Challenge is back and in hot pursuit of aspiring racers who dream of taking it to the Winner’s Circle.

POKER UNDERGROUND
2013 / DSC / PRODUCED BY MATADOR CONTENT LLC
Series 1: 3x60
Two of the world’s top poker players are not only competitors, but long-time friends. In between major poker matches, they live day to day gambling on anything and everything that surrounds their lives. It’s Impractical Jokers meets Entourage.

RATTLESNAKE REPUBLIC
2012 - 13 / APL / PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT, LLC
Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 6x60, Series 3: 7x30 & 1x60
In the heart of Texas is a little-known world where men hunt and capture the continent’s most dangerous predator. Rattlesnake Republic follows the lives and adventures of four teams of brave rattlesnake wranglers deep in Texas.

MUD LOVIN’ REDNECKS
2014 / HD
Journey deep into the heart of Alabama and get dirty! A popular form of entertainment, mud bogging combines big four-wheel trucks, fun competitions, family atmosphere, and a whole lot of mud. Anna and Bo have joined forces with their two best friends to transform their muddy land into a booming business. Welcome to the dirty, drunk, messy, red-neck world of the mud bog, and watch the team try to run their mud operation.

RAILROAD ALASKA
2012 - 13 / DA
Railroad Alaska follows an elite crew of workers – brakemen, engineers, construction crews, mechanics and train drivers – as they battle ferocious weather and treacherous terrain to keep the State of Alaska’s critical 500-mile long railroad rolling through the extreme winter.

OVERHAULIN’
2014 / VEL
Overhaulin’ revs the engine makeover-genre with an automotive twist. Co-hosts Chris Jacobs and AJ, along with a crack team of mechanics and designers including auto design legend Chip Foose, transform an unsuspecting owner’s bland car into a unique custom car. Can this group of custom car builders, working on a limited budget and short time frame, transform a clunker into a hot custom car without the owner knowing it?

PEAK STOCK CAR DREAM CHALLENGE 2
2014 / VEL
To uncover the next big racing star, PEAK Antifreeze & Motor Oil and Michael Waltrip Racing (MWR) are kicking off the second PEAK Stock Car Dream Challenge, a nationwide search to find an amateur racer who has what it takes to be a professional driver. Coming off an exciting inaugural season, the Challenge is back and in hot pursuit of aspiring racers who dream of taking it to the Winner’s Circle.

POKER UNDERGROUND
2013 / DSC
Two of the world’s top poker players are not only competitors, but long-time friends. In between major poker matches, they live day to day gambling on anything and everything that surrounds their lives. It’s Impractical Jokers meets Entourage.

RATTLESNAKE REPUBLIC
2012 - 13 / APL
In the heart of Texas is a little-known world where men hunt and capture the continent’s most dangerous predator. Rattlesnake Republic follows the lives and adventures of four teams of brave rattlesnake wranglers deep in Texas.
This series uncovers the artistry that goes into turning ancient reclaimed redwood trees into hand-crafted, one-of-a-kind, creative works of art. Twin brothers and tree titans, Ron and John Daniels, work side-by-side at family-owned Daniels Wood Land, creating carvings of animated characters, feature film and theme park façades, and even custom play houses and treehouses.

Street Outlaws is a driver’s seat view into the world of American illegal street racing. From a 1969 Chevy Nova to an incognito, race-ready farm truck – and everything in between – these street demons take their racing very seriously. They are constantly betting on races, pulling pranks and other crazy antics with their fellow racers. They’ll endanger their lives, spend their money and risk going to jail – anything to be number one.

Tanked dunks viewers into the high-decibel, family-owned business of Acrylic Tank Manufacturing, where they build larger-than-life and one-of-a-kind fish tanks. Follow the antics of two brothers-in-law Wayde King and Brett Raymer, who are business partners, best friends and rivals, as they run the largest aquarium manufacturing company in the USA, out of their 13,000-square-foot Las Vegas facility.
**TREEHOUSE MASTERS**

2012 - 14 / APL / PRODUCED BY STILETTO TELEVISION

Series 1: 8x60, Series 2: 18x60, Ultimate Treehouses I&II : 2x60

Pete Nelson designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature. Designing multi-bedroom dream treehouses complete with functional plumbing and electricity, Pete goes out on a limb to create breath-taking realities for a host of clientele. However, creating these homes doesn’t come easy. Also join Pete and his team for two spectacular specials that include state-side treehouse tours as they visit some of the best in the USA.

**WHEELER DEALERS: TRADING UP**

PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC THREE / 2015

Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 6x60

Mike Brewer is the ultimate motoring wheeler dealer and now he is travelling all over the world, setting out to prove his credentials internationally. With just $3,000, Mike’s mission is to trade his way across the globe from a cheap runabout to a super car. It’s the trade journey of a lifetime and an immersion in car culture as Mike explores the strange and crazy things different nations get up to on their wheels.
MYSTERIES + MEDICINE
ANGELS AMONG US
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY TREMENDOUS! ENTERTAINMENT
12x30
Rosie Cepero turns skeptics into believers in Angels Among Us. A wife and mother from Upstate New York, Rosie possesses a special gift that allows her to see, hear and converse with guardian angels. This series follows Rosie as she connects with angels and conveys critical and often life-changing messages to the people they protect on Earth.

BODY BIZARRE
2012 – 13 / TLC / PRODUCED BY BARCROFT PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60
Criss-crossing the globe, Body Bizarre takes viewers on a voyage of discovery unlike any other. From India’s child snake charmers to Britain’s vampire brothers, Thailand’s mysterious body piercing vegetarian festival, America’s own human bird or the world’s smallest mother, each episode contains a rich and varied selection of the still-unknown.
We follow a team of medics in their fight against tropical diseases both in the U.K. and across the developing world. Stories include patients with trypanosomiasis which sends its victims into a zombie-like trance, to maggots laying eggs in a holidaymaker’s ear. The result is breath-taking medical detective work, gripping human stories, gruesome illnesses and an epic, global battle to save countless millions of lives.

An emotionally charged new series, *Extraordinary Pregnancies* follows mothers-to-be with jaw-dropping conditions or in extraordinary situations. From the perspective of both the mums-to-be and the medical experts looking after them, we’ll get an intimate insight into the highs and lows of these challenging pregnancies.

Four passionate investigators embark on one single-minded mission: to find the elusive “creature” known as Bigfoot or the Sasquatch. Comprised of a former logger (Bobo), educator (Cliff), a skeptical scientist (Ranae) and BFRO president Matt Moneymaker, the four engage in the ultimate sleuth in search of proof that Bigfoot really does exist...and is alive and well in the United States!

Investigating abandoned insane asylums is dangerous and downright terrifying. Who better to lead us on this quest than the Tennessee Wraith Chasers, a fearless band of brothers set out to provoke and hunt down every chain-rattling ghost, wailing ghoul and terrifying apparition by any conceivable technique – even if that means using themselves as bait.

In *Ghost Stalkers*, two men who crossed over investigate the afterlife that they encountered for a brief, eye-opening moment by exploring American locations that are rumoured to house doorways to another dimension. Actor Chad Lindberg, and investigator John E.L. Tenney seek the answer to what’s on the other side using state-of-the-art paranormal investigation equipment and conducting their own solo overnight explorations in America’s most haunted places.
What happens when humans fall prey to parasites? Explore the shocking and sometimes deadly details of parasitic infection. Every episode is a life-or-death battle between modern medicine and evolution for the patients.

"SANTA SENT ME TO THE ER"
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY PAINLESS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1x60
It's "Ho, Ho, Oh No!" as we unwrap the hilarious details of what really happens when Christmas cheer leads to "Oh, Dear." Real people confess how their holiday dreams turned into yuletide nightmares full of bumps, bruises and broken Christmas spirits.

"OUTRAGEOUS 911"
2013 / TLC / PRODUCED BY MIKE MATHIS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
12x30 & 2x60
While many 911 calls are a matter of life and death, these calls are some of the most outrageous calls you've ever heard, and all of them are real. In this two-part series, we've scoured the country and collected the most ridiculous and outrageous 911 calls.

"SWAMP MONSTERS"
2014 / DA / PRODUCED BY VARUNA ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
3x60
Across the American wilderness, millions of acres of uncharted swamplands and underground lairs are rumoured to be inhabited by unidentified monsters. Deep in the heart of Louisiana's bayou, upwards of 100 people go missing each year and, if you ask locals, many will say swamp monsters got them. Elliot Guidry and his Cajun crew have made it their mission to track down, identify, and eliminate the threat posed by legendary, deadly monsters like the Cajun werewolf.
HISTORY + CULTURE

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
2013 / AHC / PRODUCED BY WORKAHOLIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1x60

Everyone knows the story of Paul Revere and his famous midnight ride to warn colonial forces of the British approach. But history books don’t tell of the man who sent Revere on his mission: Joseph Warren, America’s least-remembered founding father. Uncover the forgotten history of Warren and stories of other unsung heroes in our fight for independence in The American Revolution.

CONFESSIONS OF THE BOSTON STRANGLER
2014 / ID / PRODUCED BY NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS
1x120

During the mid 1960s, the women of Boston feared for their lives. The Boston Strangler was stalking the city, ruthlessly murdering 13 women. In a recorded confession, Albert DeSalvo admitted to his savage rampage and the first-known serial killer in America was put behind bars. Decades later, compelling DNA analysis has revealed that DeSalvo may not be the vicious killer.

THE SECRET SANTA
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL CONTENT GROUP
1x120

The Secret Santa features extraordinary home video of Christmas “miracles,” like snowmen magically appearing in the Arizona desert and hoof prints on a roof. Who is the mystery figure behind these miracles? One reporter thinks she has the answer.

SECRETS OF THE ARSENAL
2014 / AHC / PRODUCED BY RED ROCK FILMS
5x60

Secrets of the Arsenal unlocks the doors to our past and invites you inside for an up-close and personal look at the some of the most powerful, emotional and compelling stories in American history. Host Geoff Edgers, history buff and natural born story-teller, takes a fascinating journey across the United States, visiting museums and personal collections to get a hands-on experience, teasing out untold or little-known stories that have helped shape the course of America.

SURVIVING EXODUS
2014 / DGC / PRODUCED BY BEYOND ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
1x60

The Bible’s book of Exodus is a story of liberation, the freeing of the Hebrew people from slavery in Ancient Egypt. It’s a tale of divine intervention, un-natural disasters sent by God, plagues of flies, frogs and locusts, furious storms, and parting seas. Now Aaron Paul and a team of experts and scientists are going to try to re-create the Ten Plagues and the parting of the Red Sea.

Total 6x60. Episode 5 not available.
In ballroom dance, there is only one goal: to win and to be the best. In Ballroom Blitz, passionate dancers and their pros will strive to achieve perfection in the pursuit of the coveted first place medal in a highly competitive national competition.

Britain boasts some of the best restaurants in the world but it’s also home to some of the worst food on the planet. Six fast-food cooks with no formal training are given the opportunity of a lifetime – to be taught by top Michelin-starred chefs and fast-tracked through years of tough training in just a few weeks. Have they got what it takes to pass themselves off as the crème de la crème of British cuisine?

Breaking Amish offers an unprecedented look into a rarely seen world, following four Amish and one Mennonite as they pursue their dreams and live life outside their communities. Season one took them to NYC and after attempting to return home, found themselves relocating to Florida. Season two took a new group of Amish to California for fun, sun and a world like they’d never seen. In the final season of Breaking Amish, a final group of rebels looks for a new life in the Big Apple.
Join Dr. Christmas, the holiday decorator-to-the-stars, as he and his team of hardworking elves transform the homes of celebrities Mario Lopez, Alison Sweeney and Brooke Burke-Charvet into spectacular winter wonderlands.

Buying Alaska proves that forgoing basic amenities is a reasonable trade-off when it comes to breath-taking views and stunning wild surroundings. Offering much more than living quarters, these properties are so in tune with the extraordinary landscape that it’s often what’s beyond the house that proves to be the main attraction – from the ability to hunt and fish from a back deck, to self-sustaining features such as smokehouses and greenhouses.

Across Britain, there’s a community of people who’ve turned extreme penny-pinching into a way of life. Some have made careers out of it and for others, it’s a private passion which is saving them serious money. Now they’re going head to head to see who can get the best value for money when booking a holiday. Closer to home, couponer Holly, who has saved thousands of pounds using discount vouchers, passes on her expertise to a mum who spends more than twice the national average on groceries.

When Yukia Walker was planning her wedding to the man of her dreams, there was just one problem. Yukia discovered when it comes to the bridal industry, if you’re a plus-size bride, you may as well not exist. Using half of her wedding money and partnering with her sister, Curvaceous Couture was born! CC attracts brides from as far and wide for their unrivalled choice of dress styles, whatever the size.

Meet some of America’s most extreme penny pinchers in Extreme Cheapskates. The series follows individuals who look for unique ways to cut costs by any means necessary, from dumpster diving for dinner, once-a-week toilet flushing and reusing dental floss.

There are gearheads all across America with beloved “project cars” sitting unfinished in driveways and home garages. Garage Squad is on a mission to help people finish those project cars and get them off the blocks and back on the road. The Squad selects real people with real project cars and brings expert assistance, know-how and plenty of parts to the home garage.
LIFESTYLE

HIGHWAY TO SELL
2014 / DISC / PRODUCED BY PAINLESS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Across America, neglected classic cars are waiting to be restored and make their way back onto the street. Dennis Pittsenbarger and Slick spend their own money and time working to restore cars to their former glory. However, once they are done, the cars go to auction where the owner has a difficult choice to make: take a cut of the profits, or buy their cherished ride back at a discounted rate.

HOME SWEET BUS
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY STILETTO TELEVISION
Todd and his wife Michelle know a thing or two about raising kids. After all, they spend most of their time in very tight quarters with all eight of them: on their bus as they travel the U.S. to spread the good word. Though it can be difficult at times, these parents accept that they are solely responsible for teaching their kids lessons about life, and right and wrong.

NOMAD CHEF
2013 / TLC / PRODUCED BY BEACH HOUSE PICTURES
Jock Zonfrillo is cooking up a storm in Nomad Chef, an extreme adventure cooking series. He learned his trade in an apprenticeship at Scotland’s Turnberry golf course and worked in Michelin-star restaurants before setting up his own top-flight restaurant. Embarking on a journey to some of the world’s most remote communities, the series sees Jock hunt, harvest and forage with indigenous people for the ingredients that go into their native dishes.

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS
2012 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4
Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners follows people who cannot stop cleaning and carefully matches them with someone whose home is in dire need of a spring clean. Together these people, with such contrasting compulsions, explore how their different behaviour affects their lives. From the man who spends £600 a month on cleaning products, to the woman who’s prepared to lick the toilet seat to prove how clean it is, they put their obsession with cleaning to good use.

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS: COUNTRY HOUSE RESCUE
2015 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4
Behind the ornate front doors of some of the most spectacular homes in the British Isles lies years of neglect, hoarding and grime. The owners are struggling to maintain their houses and no longer have staff to help them. But could a group of obsessive cleaners rescue these grand mansions from housekeeping hell? The cleaners will work with the homeowners to help restore the houses to their former glory.
PREACHING ALABAMA
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY RYAN SEACREST PRODUCTIONS
TLC HD 3x60
A family of preachers known as the Speegle family, whose calling is to bring new members into their church and teach them the Word of God, have left everything behind and embarked on the biggest adventure of their lives: moving to an entirely new state to launch a new church.

RESTORATION WILD
2014 / APL / PRODUCED BY LOUD TELEVISION
APL HD 6x60
The American landscape is dotted with natural relics of all shapes and sizes, begging for rediscovery – from fallen trees and decrepit barns to abandoned railroad cars. Forgotten by time, concealed by the environment and engulfed by the landscape, these weathered remnants tell unique stories but are often dismissed as trash. Enter Jay Chaikin, master reclaimer, restoration expert and visionary designer with a passion to bring people closer to the natural environment.

RISKING IT ALL
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY TWO FOUR
TLC HD 6x60
In this series, families move “off the grid” in search of a simpler way of life, in the hope that it will strengthen their family bond. Each family has their own compelling reason for leaving society behind: looking for a way to save the marriage and family; to solve chronic health problems or to get out of the rat race. Will the challenges they face draw them closer together or pull them apart?

SECRET ESKIMO ESCAPE
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY HOT SNAKES MEDIA
TLC HD 6x60
Secret Eskimo Escape follows a group of young Inuits as they sneak away from their Alaskan community to experience life beyond their illuvut for the first time. Leaving an Inuit community for any earthly reason is the ultimate sin, so our cast members are lying about their true intentions, telling their community that they are going on a cultural/religious mission, and thus committing the highest treason.

SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW
2012 - 14 / TLC / PRODUCED BY TRIUM ENTERTAINMENT, LLC.
Series 1: 14x30, Series 2: 20x30, Series 3: 20x30
Since the Victorian era, brides have followed the good luck tradition of wearing a token of something old, something new, something borrowed and something blue on their wedding day. This series follows a bride’s journey to find the perfect wedding dress, but with a twist – they have to choose if they will walk down the aisle in a new designer gown or a fashionably reimagined heirloom.

TRICKS OF THE RESTAURANT TRADE
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4
Series 1: 4x30, Series 2: 4x30
Kate Quilton and chef Simon Rimmer investigate the tricks of the restaurant trade to uncover if anyone can get good food, a fair price and a great experience when they dine out. They go behind the scenes at some of our biggest high street chains and ask if consumers always get the best deal. From pizzas, fried chicken and burgers, to cocktails and afternoon tea, this series lifts the lid on the restaurant industry.

TOO UGLY FOR LOVE?
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY BETTY
TLC HD Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 8x60
Finding love isn’t always easy. Dating can be awkward and uncomfortable at the best of times. But what happens when you have to reveal a medical condition to a potential partner? How do you tell a date you’re hiding a secret? When is the best time to do it? And what happens when you do? From alopecia to excessive sweating, our singletons are all outwardly attractive and eligible, but feel undesirable. The series follows them through the highs and lows, the awkwardness and embarrassment of dating as they grapple with just how much of their true selves to reveal.
THE UGLY FACE OF DISABILITY HATE CRIME
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC THREE

Adam Pearson is on a mission to explore disability hate crime. The actor and presenter, who was recently shortlisted for a Grierson Award, has neurofibromatosis, a genetic condition that causes non-cancerous tumours to grow on his face. Adam, who has experienced disability hate crime first-hand, investigates what attitudes and influences cause people to commit such crimes, and challenges people into questioning their behaviour.

UGLY HOUSE TO LOVELY HOUSE
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Expert architect George Clarke shows that by using cutting-edge design even the ugliest house on the street can be transformed into a home to be proud of. He teams up the owners of some of Britain’s drabbest homes with some of the U.K.’s leading architects. From a tired 1950s bungalow to a family house with an ’80s extension, each architect will breathe fresh life into the properties and prove that great design doesn’t have to cost the earth.

THE UNDATEABLES
2011 - 15 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Series 1: 3x60, Series 2: 5x60, Series 3: 4x60, Series 4: 5x60, Series 5: 5x60, Series 6: 5x60

Finding love can be tricky. Add disability to the equation and it can sometimes seem impossible. This award-winning and critically acclaimed series follows extraordinary singletons as they look for love. From a rugby player with Tourette’s and a magician who has a learning disability, to a football club owner who is paralysed and a singer who has autism, this series explores the realities of dating in an image obsessed world where people make snap judgements based on first impressions. Success stories on The Undateables include three proposals, two weddings and a baby.

VIRGIN COACHES
2014 / TLC / PRODUCED BY M2 PICTURES, LLC

1x60

Too scandalous for the church and too Christian for the rest of the world, certified relationship counsellors Bill and Janean Fuller have a special niche of sex therapy clients...virgins! At a romantic retreat, meet four young couples who are waiting until marriage to consummate their relationship. True love may wait, but with all the pressure and inexperience, will their big night be a big let-down?

WOODFELLAS
2014 / APL / PRODUCED BY ITV STUDIOS

1x60

Brad Kinetz restores cabins and builds one-of-a-kind creations from reclaimed wood. Brad and his right-hand man Michael, are in Highlands, North Carolina, to restore Cathy and Dale’s rundown cabin into an amazing nature retreat. Brad’s creativity is put to the test as he finds unique ways to keep Cathy’s nostalgic memories of the cabin alive, while completely overhauling its living spaces.
Man vs the Universe is bringing viewers a mind-blowing look at the innovative, high-tech work private businesses, engineers and scientists are doing to occupy Mars, mine the moon’s fertile grounds and keep asteroids from destroying life on Earth.
The Red Rover mission marks the beginning of what may be NASA’s last chance to unravel the story of life on Mars. This special looks to uncover how Mars evolved over billions of years. Was it once – and could it be now – habitable for life? With unprecedented access, we follow the mission every step of the way and experience the ups and downs of the expedition through the eyes of the science team.

For the first time in history, we go inside the secret governmental agency that runs America’s spy satellite program; the National Reconnaissance Organization opens its vaults to declassify satellite images.

The Unexplained Files investigates actual, inexplicable occurrences that have confounded scientists and inspired legends. Join renowned scientists, credible experts and first-hand eyewitnesses as they present riveting, never-before-seen footage and share their vivid first-person accounts of truly bewildering experiences. The series takes viewers on a thrilling expedition presenting some of the most shocking and interesting stories ever told.
WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?
2012 / DSC / PRODUCED BY TWOFOUR PRODUCTIONS LTD.

Manhole covers exploding spontaneously into the air like loose cannons? Humans attempting to mimic Spiderman and run up walls? Sound waves shredding phone books? This series explores the scientific explanations and theories behind some of the most unbelievable, scary, funny and jaw-dropping footage of mayhem, destruction, action and stunts ever caught on camera. Which of the incredible – but scientifically possible – options presented is correct?

WORLD’S BIGGEST SHIP
2012 / DSC / PRODUCED BY WINDFALL FILMS LTD.

The Triple E is the World’s Biggest Ship. Built in Denmark, a team of pioneering shipbuilders have built this record-breaking ship which is 40% larger than existing cargo ships. Transporting everything from cars to food and trainers between the world’s busiest port in Rotterdam, this wonder of the ocean changes the face of global shipping forever.

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED
2012 - 14 / DSC / PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS

Buckle up for a fast-paced countdown of the world’s most outrageous YouTube videos featuring homemade science stunts and experiments. Amazing storytelling graphics and a breakdown by experts reveal the what, how and why of the science that made these clips possible. Witness epic fails, spot the fakers from the makers, and encounter the cleverest, funniest, most daring or just downright bizarre clips from around the globe.
THE AUTISTIC GARDENER
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4

Award-winning garden designer Alan Gardner credits his success to what he calls his “gift” – the fact that he has autism. Convinced he’s not the only autistic gardening genius out there, Alan takes on five autists, who are also keen gardeners, to unlock their horticultural potential. They unleash their talents on the unloved back gardens of fee-paying clients – and the results in this critically acclaimed series are astounding.

ADAM PEARSON: FREAK SHOW
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC THREE

Actor and presenter Adam Pearson has been called “freak” and “Elephant Man” because of his similarity to famous freak show performer Joseph Merrick. Adam, who was recently shortlisted for a Grierson Award, has neurofibromatosis, a genetic condition which causes non-cancerous tumours to grow on his face. He hates the term freak but he was inspired to face his demons after being approached to work with an American freak show. He explores the world of these shows and meets performers who use their medical conditions to entertain and make money.

BEST CHEF WORST CHEF
2014 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Britain boasts some of the best restaurants in the world but it’s also home to some of the worst food on the planet. Six fast-food cooks with no formal training are given the opportunity of a lifetime – to be taught by top Michelin-starred chefs and fast-tracked through years of tough training in just a few weeks. Have they got what it takes to pass themselves off as the crème de la crème of British cuisine?

CCTV: HOME SURVEILLANCE
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY RAW TV FOR ITV

Britain is the CCTV capital of the world, with an estimated 6 million cameras monitoring our every move. And increasingly, ordinary homeowners are keeping watch on our streets. As the cost of private camera systems has fallen, there’s a new army of CCTV owners capturing footage 24/7. This documentary explores the rise in domestic CCTV use through the extraordinary footage captured by home surveillance cameras, and the dramatic, funny and bizarre stories of those behind – and in front of – the lens.
FLAMENCO SPIRIT
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY MEDINA MEDIA
Produced in 4K, this documentary shows the most revolutionising and international flamenco artists. Multi-camera and recorded live, the pure essence of flamenco is shown through world premieres and unique shows that have taken place where flamenco was born: Andalucía (Spain). The most powerful expressions and details of the artists and models allow viewers to watch the performance as if it is taking place right next to them.

LIVE LIFE
2016 / DPS / PRODUCED BY EMPIRE PICTURE CORPORATION PRODUCTION
Ordinary people find extraordinary power through the mind to heal the body and soul. Emmy® Award–winning Director/Producer Jerri Sher takes you on a remarkable journey into the lives of individuals who have experienced heartfelt pain, transformation and rejoicing. The Live Life series shows how people evoke a powerful, inner force and take charge of their lives – physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.

MAGIC MINUTES
2010 - 14 / DPS / PRODUCED BY IDEIAS COM PERNAS / MÁRIO DANIEL PRODUÇÕES
Whenever a magic trick is performed, it’s the viewer’s reaction which is worth more than a thousand words. That’s how real magic is made: in front of an audience on the spot, without the need of sets or special effects but with everyday objects such as phones, bus tickets, coins, napkins and pens. In Magic Minutes magic leaves the stage and walks the streets.

Plus Magic Minutes Christmas Special – 1x60
TV rights available in Eastern Europe, Latin America and North America

THE MECCA CLOCK TOWER
2013 / DPS / PRODUCED BY VISTA RASCH GMBH
It is a construction project full of superlatives: the world’s largest tower clock in Mecca, the Holy City of Islam. The building at the centre of the sacred site breaks over 30 world records, it is an engineering masterpiece, 35 times larger than Big Ben. This documentary follows the astonishing story from the initial idea to the inauguration.

MIRACLE WEDDINGS
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY RAW TV
For many couples, getting married can be a stressful experience. However, for these brides and grooms, the stakes are much higher, with life-changing injuries and illnesses to be overcome. Will intensive speech therapy allow them to recite their vows? Will they be able to manage their first dance? These are amazing stories of human bravery and triumph against adversity.
OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS
2012 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners follows people who cannot stop cleaning and carefully matches them with someone whose home is in dire need of a spring clean. Together these people, with such contrasting compulsions, explore how their different behaviour affects their lives. From the man who spends £600 a month on cleaning products, to the woman who’s prepared to lick the toilet seat to prove how clean it is, they put their obsession with cleaning to good use.

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS: COUNTRY HOUSE RESCUE
2015 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Series 1, Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners: Country House Rescue: 4x60,
Series 2, Obsessive Compulsive Country House Cleaners: 6x60

Behind the ornate front doors of some of the most spectacular homes in the British Isles lies years of neglect, hoarding and grime. The owners are struggling to maintain their houses and no longer have staff to help them. But could a group of obsessive cleaners rescue these grand mansions from housekeeping hell? The cleaners will work with the homeowners to help restore the houses to their former glory.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS

ONE PUNCH
2016 / DPS / PRODUCED BY RAW TV FOR C4

1x60

One punch. One split second. Two lives changed forever. Every year, 40,000 Britons are admitted to hospital for serious head injuries caused by violent assault – and often the damage has been caused by a single punch. This powerful documentary explores the rise in one-punch killings and serious head injuries through the stories of those affected – the families and friends of the victims, the medics trying to save their lives... and the killers themselves.

All media rights available worldwide excluding the U.K.

SUPERNATURAL NAZIS
2015 - 16 / DPS / PRODUCED BY WILDBEAR ENTERTAINMENT

This is the untold story of Hitler’s secret super armies revealed in three distinct films with new research and untold stories.

TRICKS OF THE RESTAURANT TRADE
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Series 1: 4x30, Series 2: 4x30

Kate Quilton and chef Simon Rimmer investigate the tricks of the restaurant trade to uncover if anyone can get good food, a fair price and a great experience when they dine out. They go behind the scenes at some of our biggest high street chains and ask if consumers always get the best deal. From pizzas, fried chicken and burgers, to cocktails and afternoon tea, this series lifts the lid on the restaurant industry.

THE UGLY FACE OF DISABILITY HATE CRIME
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC THREE

1x60

Adam Pearson is on a mission to explore disability hate crime. The actor and presenter, who was recently shortlisted for a Grierson Award, has neurofibromatosis, a genetic condition that causes non-cancerous tumours to grow on his face. Adam, who has experienced disability hate crime first-hand, investigates what attitudes and influences cause people to commit such crimes and challenges people into questioning their behaviour.
UGLY HOUSE TO LOVELY HOUSE
2015 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Expert architect George Clarke shows that by using cutting-edge design even the ugliest house on the street can be transformed into a home to be proud of. He teams up the owners of some of Britain’s drabbest homes with some of the U.K.’s leading architects. From a tired 1950s bungalow to a family house with an ’80s extension, each architect will breathe fresh life into the properties and prove that great design doesn’t have to cost the earth.

THE UNDATEABLES
2011 - 15 / DPS / PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4

Finding love can be tricky. Add disability to the equation and it can sometimes seem impossible. This award-winning and critically acclaimed series follows extraordinary singletons as they look for love. From a rugby player with Tourette’s and a magician who has a learning disability, to a football club owner who is paralysed and a singer who has autism, this series explores the realities of dating in an image obsessed world where people make snap judgements based on first impressions. Success stories on The Undateables include three proposals, two weddings and a baby.
UNTUCHABLE: CHILDREN OF GOD
2014 / DPS / PRODUCED BY CODE RED FILMS

In the brothels of India, young girls perish every day. A mere 1% of these sex slaves ever escape or get rescued. The majority of these slaves come from the Untouchable castes of Nepal and India and are frequently sold and trafficked by their own family. Look into the eyes of young survivors as they share their stories and you will be touched by the Untouchables.

ZLATAN IBRAHIMOVIĆ – WITH MORE THAN ONE GOAL
2014 / DPS / PRODUCED BY RED CABIN PRODUCTIONS AND LUCKYDAY FOR DISCOVERY NETWORKS SWEDEN

Zlatan Ibrahimović – With More Than One Goal is a documentary about Sweden’s best-ever footballer and the nation’s biggest international superstar. During more than half a year, a Swedish TV team has had unique access to the pride of Rosengård: Zlatan – and his dad. The documentary follows Zlatan’s path to breaking the record of most-scored goals ever for Sweden. The result is a unique insight into an extremely focused mind, an incomparable career and the path to a goal-scoring record that may never be beaten.
LOCAL COMMISSIONS
They were one of the highest-rated parts of The Hobbyist series: the smoking, fuming, dirt-digging tractor pullers. In this series, we follow the entertaining life of three families and tractor puller clans through their season in the tractor-pulling league.

Without a V8, nothing drives here at the car dealership of the Boss of Big Blocks. Karl Geiger is the specialist when it comes to talking about the biggest cube capacities, horse power or newly achieved speed records. Together with his dedicated team he is working day and night to make his customers’ dreams come true.

The great wide ocean, the freedom, the peace. Men of the Sea is off to a big adventure. The tides will get high and not only the seagulls will scream for more. We will follow a witty crab fisher in the East Sea, an inland water navigator on the river Rhine and a crew on a towboat accompanying big container ships to the safe harbour irrespective of weather or time of day.
LOCAL COMMISSIONS

MODELBUILDING – THE CHALLENGE
2014 / DMAX GERMANY / PRODUCED BY BLUE EYES FILM & TELEVISION GMBH & CO KG / SCHWARZBILD WEDENPRODUKTION GMBH
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 6x60
A competition show that is looking for Germany’s best model builders in different categories: ships, planes, trucks, tanks, etc.

SPANISH CIVIL WAR IN COLOUR
2015/16 / DMAX SPAIN / PRODUCED BY MINORIA ABSOLUTA
Series 1: 3x60 & 1x90
One of the darkest events in Spanish contemporary history took place between 1936 and 1939 – a civil war that was to permanently scar the country. Spain was left divided, with the dictatorship, the transition period, and the early years of democracy all unable to heal the wounds of war. Now, 80 years on, and with a few living survivors of the conflict left, it is time to begin to look back.

STEEL BUDDIES
STEEL BUDDIES 2014 - 2015 / DMAX GERMANY / PRODUCED BY SPIN TV SPECIAL INTEREST GMBH
Series 1: 4x60, Series 2: 6x60, Series 3: 6x60
A character-driven docu-soap about a small company that is dealing with discharged military equipment on a big scale, e.g., trucks, jeeps, boats and even planes. And the Steel Buddies mastermind from Westerwald has a long and impressing list of outstanding projects all over the world.

WILD FRANK AND THE FEAST OF SNAKES
2015 / DMAX SPAIN / PRODUCED BY MOLINOS DE PAPEL
1x90
In the mountainous region of Abruzzo, our adventurer discovers Cocullo, a little village with a mysterious history. Honouring their Saint, Domenico of Sora, the first Thursday of May, the inhabitants of the Italian village go out in procession. But not just a traditional religious procession as usual: dozens of snakes are sliding by the saint that young people carry on their shoulders.

WILD FRANK DRAGONS
2015 / DMAX SPAIN / PRODUCED BY MOLINOS DE PAPEL
6x60
Frank is trying to unravel the “dragon myth” – not only will he encounter “dragons,” i.e., lizards and monitors, but he will also be following the anthropological hypothesis about the inborn fear of humans. Frank will approach the three animals that will bring together the legendary dragon creature: a big feline, a mortal and poisoning snake and an eagle.

WILD FRANK IN MEXICO
2015 / DMAX SPAIN / PRODUCED BY MOLINOS DE PAPEL
5x60
Frank has a double goal in this new adventure: to discover the rich waters of the Caribbean Sea and cross the Mexican jungle to arrive at Palenque and decode the great enigma of the Mayan prophecies. The Mayan wrote 7 prophecies; the third one says that as consequence of the increase of the temperature caused by the activity of men and the increase of the sun activity will lead to the melting of the poles. More than three thousand years ago, the Mayan predicted global warming.

WILD FRANK IN MEXICO
2015 / DMAX SPAIN / PRODUCED BY MOLINOS DE PAPEL
5x60
Frank has a double goal in this new adventure: to discover the rich waters of the Caribbean Sea and cross the Mexican jungle to arrive at Palenque and decode the great enigma of the Mayan prophecies. The Mayan wrote 7 prophecies; the third one says that as consequence of the increase of the temperature caused by the activity of men and the increase of the sun activity will lead to the melting of the poles. More than three thousand years ago, the Mayan predicted global warming.
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